Reply on RC1
Jingliang Hu et al.


Dear Reviewer,

Thank you very much for your positive comments and review. Please, find the response to your comments below:

* **Is an extension to the dataset in terms of area and dates possible or even already foreseen?**

An extension is possible. However, currently, we have no concrete plans to extend the data set (due to the high cost of data collection and preparation).

* **Are you going to provide the code for all the benchmarking experiments in your repository? At the current state, I can only see those for super-resolution, and not for spectral unmixing and multimodal land cover classification**

We have updated the repository (https://github.com/zhu-xlab/augsburg_Multimodal_Data_Set_MDaS) with links to the original implementations of the missing benchmarking algorithms.

* **On pag. 15, line 283, is 10.000 the number of epochs or the number of iterations?**

We have cross-checked the manuscript and the git repository, and 10,000 is the number of epochs (as it is stated on page 15, line 283).